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Description,

The language whose operations are described is the result of

considering the translation process for Algol programs based on the methods
1
of Bauer and Samelson,
and its requirements in terms of target language.

The requirements made of the target language were that it be parenthesisfree, that it contain a minimum number of instruction types, and that it
would simplify the translation process as much as possible.

No close

connection to any hardware considerations were considered in its design.
Since the translation of Algol programs is necessarily a recursive
process, the language is framed in terms of a push-down list H in the target
program, which consists of the memory cells,

~l' ~2'

•• "

~h'

'0'

reserved

for this purpose.
In static translation, the push-down counter h is in the translator;
the push-down level is thus supplied to the target program at each point in
the program where needed at translation time.

If

nested procedures, func-

tions, and especially recursive procedures are to be implemented by the
translator, the push-down counter must be put into the target program itself
to permit dynamic use of it there.

The effect of moving the push-down counter

into the target program is that the execution of each binary or unary operation and each fetch or store operation is accompanied by an effect on this
counter.

This effect is, therefore, naturally made part of the intermediate

operation as seen below.
In the design of this language, the stimulation of conversations with
H. H. Bottenbruch must be acknowledged.

1

Bauer and Samelson, Cemm. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 3 (1960), pp. 76-82.
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The Role

£! ~

Intermediate Iangua.ge.

The language described has three

possible uses.
1.

An intermediate language in the translation process.

It is

machine independent and therefore can serve as a universal intermediate
language in the process of translation.

The remaining part of the trans-

lation consists of replacing the instructions of the intermediate language
by machine code in practically a one-to-one fashion.

If the dynamic aspects

are desired, provision for incorporating these in the target program must
also be made.
2.

An intermediate language to be handled by an interpreter.

In

this case Algol translation is resolved into a translation to this language
phase, and an interpretation Phase.

In the latter the program in this

intermediate language is placed in memory along with an interpreter program.
Though execution time is slowed by this, the dynamic requirements on the pushdown counter are automatically fulfilled by this method.

3. A guide for possible new machine operations.

This language

consists of the condensation of the instructions necessary on a computer in
the translation of an algorithmic language such as Algol.

Since the use of

this language as target language simplifies the machine translation process,
it follows that it also to some extent simplifies the writing of hand code
dealing with numerical processes.

For this reason, the feasibility of the

direct implementation of this language on a computer by means of suitable
hardware should be investigated.

-3Operations of the Intermediate IaIl§U&ge
,bol

O;peration

Counter

Ccmment

Counter

Arithmetic ~ Relational, and Boolean O;perations.
C{~_l)

(J)

Q)

ill

ill

C(~) -t C(~_l)

h := h-l '

C(~) -t C{~)

Binary O;peration or relation.
Unary operation or standard function.

Storage Operations.
Am

h := h+l

m -tC(~)

Store address.

Tm

h := h+l

C(m) -t C{l1h )

Store value.

v

C{~) -t C(C(~_l»

Assign value.

B

C(c(~»

Store value of variable whose address
was previously stored •

-t C(~)

• Linkages.
G

~ ~ C(~)

h := h-l

C

.:!!

h

C(~_l) = false then ~ to C(~)

:=

h-2

Transfer to stored address.
Conditional transfer (if condition is
not met).

• Halt.
R

Stop computer.

~

Counter control.
h := h-C(m)

Dm

Reduce counter.

Su'bscriJ?ti;ng Operation.
Sm

note 3)

h

~""

n·>r+l

ad.dre!2S of

subscripted variable.
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Notes.
1.

The smbol

'!be s;ymbol

(.I).

(.I)

denotes generically any one of the operations

=

e

+ T - x / + V 1\ C
--r @
< :s = .•~ > ~. !the unary
functions include the basic operations listed in the Alsol repQrt for
Which ident1tiers are reserved, such as abe I Sin, entier, etc.

The

sp.biol -+. ibis symbol -., be read l'beecmes." '!'hus CD C("t,.) -+ C(~)
may be read: "!Lhe result of operati.nf$ with (.I) on the contents of ~
.beoanes the content of ~. "

2 •.

*. '!'he subscriptiDg operation uses the contents of m, m+l, ••• , lIl+r and the contents at .~, '\-1' ... , ~-r+l to
deter.miQa the address of the variable in quest~on. ~ quantities stored
in m ft. are:

3. .2:!!! subscript:f.ng operation

m:

address of the variable I [0 .. 0, ••• , 0];

m+l:

m+2:

multipliers for iI' ..... i _l •
r

• ••

m+r-l:
The address of the variable
~b;y.1;he iterative
L

:=

!2£ k

is the address I [0, 0, ••• , OJ + L where L is
relation:
0 ;

:= 1 step 1 until r-l

L := L + C(a+k) X C(~_r+k);
This address i8 then .tored in

~

L:= L + ~

~-r+l.

!be list suffices tor the handl1Di of all types of AlsO! statements
not callinl procedures.

Aa tar as bas "been ascerta1ned at this t1lll.e, the

11stshoul4 sutf'ice for the handlins of these also.
made that the ltst is exhaustive.

No claim, hovever, is
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